SOUTHERN PINE ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE
Agreement for Meter-Mounted Transfer Switch
WHEREAS, we, the undersigned, are the members and occupants of a certain residence located at
_______________________________________________, in __________________________ County,
Mississippi, desire to install, maintain, and own a meter-mounted transfer switch, which is a type of
backup generator transfer switch that installs into a meter socket, between the meter and the socket. In
an event of an outage, a backup generator is cord-connected to the transfer switch.
NOW THEREFORE, Southern Pine Electric Cooperative (SPE) and Member agree to the following:
1. SPE agrees to allow a transfer switch to be installed by a certified electrician between the meter
and Member’s meter socket.
2. Member agrees that at no time shall the meter socket be opened or the meter removed without
a SPE representative on site.
3. Member agrees to own and maintain the transfer switch along with other service entrance
equipment and meter socket. It is the responsibility of the member to coordinate with a licensed
electrician for maintenance or repairs to the meter socket or transfer switch.
4. Member agrees to allow SPE the right to remove the transfer switch should a failure of the switch
result in a power interruption.
5. Member agrees to allow SPE the right to remove the transfer switch if determined the switch
causes meter inaccuracy or interfere with routine meter tests and checks.
Member agrees to fully, finally, and forever release, discharge, or acquit SPE, a corporation, its officers,
agents and employees from any liability whatsoever to either the undersigned, by virtue of any damage
that might be caused to either person or property by virtue of a failure of the transfer switch to function
properly; and we do hereby agree and bind ourselves, our heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns,
to forever hold harmless said SPE, its officers, agents and employees from any liability whatsoever to
persons or property that should result or occur as a result of a failure of the transfer switch to function
properly.
WITNESS OUR SIGNATURES on this the ________ day of __________________________, 20____.
WITNESSES:
___________________________________

(witness)

___________________________________
(witness)

OCCUPANTS:
_______________________________________

(Member, owner, tenant, or lessee sign)

